
ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL ROUTE

In order to ensure that our drop off and pickup processes run smoothly, safely, and efficiently, it is imperative
that all families follow the directions below. There should be no variation from this plan unless advised by the
staff of Purpose Prep Academy .

Arrival Time: Dismissal Time:

7:35am - 8:00am (Monday - Friday) 3:30pm (Monday-Thursday)
2:30pm (Friday)

Please note that families are not permitted to pull into the
school-driveway until 7:35am to ensure that the school’s
parking lot is accessible to staff arrival. and parking.

Families must wait in the right lane of French Landing
Drive leading into the Purpose Prep Parking lot. A

Purpose Prep Traffic Guard will grant families permission
to enter the driveway.

Please note that a Purpose Prep staff member will
open/close vehicle doors for all scholars during both

arrival and dismissal processes. Scholars are not permitted
to exit/enter vehicles without a staff member assisting

them for maximum safety.

Please note that families are not permitted to pull into the
school-driveway until 3:30pm (Monday - Thursday) and
2:30pm (Friday). Families must wait in the right lane of
French Landing Drive leading into the Purpose Prep
Parking lot. A Purpose Prep Traffic Guard will grant

families permission to enter the driveway.

Additionally, Purpose Prep provides a 15-minute window
for all scholars to be picked up. All scholars must be
picked up by 3:45pm Monday thru Thursday, and by
2:45pm on Friday. Failure to pick up scholar(s) from the
school or bus stop will result in a late charge of $.50 per
minute per child.

Arrival/Dismissal - Entering from French Landing Drive:

During Arrival/Dismissal, our traffic pattern will start on French Landing Drive. During the hours of hours &
all school vehicles coming to Purpose Prep will follow the same traffic pattern below:

1. Turn on French Landing Drive to find the start of our traffic zone.
2. Once on French Landing Drive, turn onto Venture Circle Road (Once you turn, the hotel will be

on your left side):

a. This entry point onto Venture Circle is mandatory to proceed into our pickup line due to
the possibility of high volume of traffic, as it prevents traffic build-up onto the busy street
of French Landing and maximizes our pickup flow.

3. Once on Venture Circle, this street will naturally curve around (with no options to turn in any
direction) and you will be facing the main entrance of the school. When waiting on Venture Circle,
please do not block any business entryway. Once granted access by the traffic guard, please pull into the Purpose Prep
parking lot and follow the traffic pattern, which loops you around the parking lot.



4. Upon seeing the “15 MPH School Zone Sign,” ALL vehicles must travel at a speed of 15 MPH or
slower and all music must be turned down to a volume not heard outside of your vehicle. Both
requirements help school staff and community members to remain safe, while allowing staff
members the ability to communicate information safely amongst our team. Violations of the safety
zone speed limit or any other breaches of safety to Purpose Prep Community members will result
in further action by Purpose Prep Academy.

5. A Purpose Prep Traffic Guard will be stationed in the middle of the road, along with Lime Green
cones to help direct the flow of traffic. all vehicles must adhere to the instructions of the traffic
guard that will be stationed in the middle of the road. Vehicles will drive straight into the parking
lot during Arrival/Dismissal Times to drop-off/pick-up scholars. Please note that families are
not permitted to pull into the drive-way for Arrival/Dismissal until directed by a Purpose
Prep Traffic Guard.

6. Upon exiting our driveway, ALL traffic must turn Right to follow the Venture Circle exiting route
(the exact reverse of the incoming traffic route). Upon exiting our school parking lot, vehicles will
not be permitted to keep straight to Venture Circle Road, as this will cause an increased safety risk
for incoming traffic.



Parking for Arrival Drop-Off:

For parents wishing to park and drop off their scholars during arrival, ALL of the following
parameters must be adhered to:

- No Purpose Prep scholar is allowed to be dropped off by a family “Without” being fully
escorted by their guardian to the arrival doors.

- Families/Guardian(s) must exit their vehicles and walk their scholar(s) (using the sidewalk only)
all the way to the arrival greeting doors. Families/Guardian(s) are not permitted to drop
scholars off and allow those scholars to walk to the building by themselves.

- To ensure maximum safety of our Purpose Prep Community, all families must abide by the
instructions (both verbal and non-verbal) given by the traffic guards on duty and/or any
other Purpose Prep staff member.

- Families are not allowed to block the bus lane, nor impede on the flow of traffic on either
side of the street.

- Vehicles are not permitted to make U-Turns in the middle of the street, as this impedes on
the flow of traffic and presents safety concerns for our community.


